IndustrySim is an industry themed virtual personnel training & development system providing accurate simulations of real-world process industries.

6 Reasons why IndustrySim can be beneficial for training in your organization.

1. Engaging and Motivating Learning Environments
   Learning retention rates with simulation-based learning can be over 70% higher compared to lectures or reading, resulting in more efficient use of time in personnel training.

2. Time & Cost Effective Method for Training and Learning
   IndustrySim is not meant to replace existing forms of training such as contact training or simulators, but complement them by offering efficient and modern ways to train your personnel.

3. Complementing Other Forms of Training & Learning
   Simulation-based learning can be a true modern distance eLearning solution, that is not dependent on expensive training simulators or computer classrooms. Learn or train anywhere on your own laptop.

4. Learn Anywhere + Learn Anytime = Distance eLearning
   Players can form groups and teams to compete with each other or to cooperate to complete larger projects. Game-like competition allows relaxing and fun environment for benchmarking teams.

5. Competitive or Cooperative Team Benchmarking
   Learning analytics provides trainers and supervisors with an overview and comprehensive tracking of the training progress and the skills of the staff. The gathered Big Data can be used for further optimization of both individual and organizational training.

6. Big Data & Analytics for Tracking of Skills and Training
   All of the above helps to achieve more efficient use of time and money spent on training the personnel. Education and training of the staff is very important for industrial companies to stay on the competitive edge.
IndustrySim provides comprehensive overview of how energy industries work, including coal-fired, fossil fuel and biofuel powerplants, and also renewable green energy, such as hydroelectric, wind power and solar power plants together with a transfer grid.

5 steps how the player progresses through training with IndustrySim.

1. Develop your own plant
2. Resolve scenarios
3. Manage the plant
4. Reap the rewards
5. Research new tech

Shared training program
Persistent progression
Learn by doing

Analitics driven feedback
Personal goals & wins
Engaging and fun
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